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THE VERBAL SUFFIX *-NǪ-/-NY-  
IN WESTERN SOUTH SLAVIC DIALECTS

The verbal class which is characterized by a suffix -nu- in the infinitive and 
-ne- in the present shows considerable dialectal diversity in Croatian and in 
the other western South Slavic languages. In many dialects, verbs belonging 
to this class have a suffix -ni- in the infinitive, aorist, participles and/or pre-
sent. The aim of this paper is to explain how these dialectal forms and the rel-
evant dialectal isoglosses have arisen. It argues that the allomorph -ni- < *-ny- 
was originally found in the infinitive, while -nu- < *-nǫ- used to be restricted 
to the aorist.1

1. Introduction
The verbal class which is characterized by a suffix -nu- in the infinitive and 

-ne- in the present2 shows considerable dialectal diversity in Croatian, but also in 
the other western South Slavic languages. It is well-known that in many dialects 
verbs belonging to this class have a suffix -ni- in the infinitive stem, and some-
times also in the present stem. Overviews of this variation have been given by 
Peco (1979, 1982: 160–163) and Lenček (1984/1985) on the basis of the existing 
literature, and by Menac-Mihalić and Celinić (2014, 2016, 2017) on the basis 
of the Croatian data collected for the Croatian linguistic atlas and the Common 
Slavic linguistic atlas. Variation is also found in the suffix of the past passive 
participle, which has three main variants: -nut-, -nit- and -njen-. In dialects in 
which the aorist is preserved, its suffix is either -nu- or -ni-, like in the infinitive, 

1 This article was written for the project Lingvistička geografija Hrvatske u europskome 
okružju (LinGeH) of the University of Zadar financed by the Croatian Science Foundation (HRZZ 
3688). 

2 Traditionally referred to as the II. conjugation (but as the III. conjugation in the Serbian 
tradition since Belić).
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but there are some dialects in which the infinitive has -ni- while the aorist has 
-nu-. The relevant data will be presented below. 

In two previous papers (Pronk 2013: 126–128, 2021: 23–24), I have argued 
that in Proto-Slavic the allomorph -ni- < *-ny- was found in the infinitive, while 
-nu- < *-nǫ- was found in the aorist. The aim of the present paper is to support 
this reconstruction with additional dialectal data and to explain how the present 
day dialectal isoglosses may have arisen.

2. The -nu-/-ni- isogloss
The suffix -ni- in the infinitive and l-participle is found in dialects in the  

north-western half of western South Slavic, northwest of the line that runs ap-
proximately from Kikinda in the Serbian Banat to the Croatian coast just north 
of Dubrovnik, see the map in Lenček (1984/1985). The isogloss in the Banat is 
illustrated in more detail by the map in Ivić et al. (1997: 220) and the distribution 
of the allomorphs -ni- and -nu- in Croatia is nicely illustrated by the map in 
Menac-Mihalić and Celinić (2014: 70, 2016: 96). In Bosnia, the isogloss appears 
to run more or less east-west through northern Bosnia3 to Lika, after which it 
is located close to the border between Dalmatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina 
towards the south (Halilović 1996: 194–195), although -ni- is also found in the 
Ikavian dialects of western Herzegovina (Peco 1986). The dialects northwest of 
the isogloss do not all have -ni-: there are many smaller and larger areas where the 
suffix has the shape -nu- (or -no-). To the southeast of the isogloss, all dialects have 
-nu-. The allomorph -ni- has been generalized in Ikavian Štokavian dialects and 
in Slovene, except in its eastern Styrian, Pannonian and western Resian dialects.  
Elsewhere, -ni- is less frequently found. According to Peco (1982: 161), -ni- is 
found »u onim ijekavskim govorima koji se nalaze u blizini ikavskih govora«. 
These include dialects spoken in Lika, Slavonia, Sarajevo (Rešetar 1907: 206) 
and western and northern Bosnia (Peco 1982: 161, 1985: 296–297 with a map), 
but many Jekavian dialects in Bosnia have only -nu- (cf. Baotić 1983: 137). Of 
the Ekavian Štokavian dialects, the dialects in the north and west of the Vojvodina 
and the dialect of the Galipoli Serbians have -ni- (Popović 1968: 25, 199; Nikolić 
1964: 355; Ivić 1957: 274–275). Most Kajkavian dialects have a reflex of *-nǫ-, 
with the exception of some Bilogorski and Sutlanski dialects and the dialects of 
Gorski Kotar. In Čakavian, -ni- is found on, e.g., Dugi Otok, Zlarin and Lastovo 

3 From the central Bosnian dialects described by Peco (1990), he adduces only a few forms 
with -ni-, all from the northern periphery of this area: inf. Strojice lȅgniti (also lȅći, lȅgnuti), aor. 
Bojmunte dȉgnišē, Paklarevo pȍgini (Peco 1990: 225, 234, 235). In this respect it is interesting to 
note that forms with -ni- have also been reported from Sarajevo by Šurmin (1895: 203): potŕniti, 
povèniti, spoméniti. For the Sarajevo dialect a century later, Halilović (2009: 33) also adduces the 
form spomeniti, but only for Orthodox speakers, while Muslim speakers use spomenuti.
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(also -nu-) as well as in many mainland Čakavian dialects. For a recent overview 
of the distribution of -ni- and -nu- in Istria see Vranić (2017). 

3. Variation in the aorist and participle forms
In order to understand the origin of the variation between -ni- and -nu-, we 

have to take into account not only the infinitive, but also the aorist, l-participle 
and past passive participle.4 When we combine data about the infinitive and the 
past participle, it emerges that there are five main types (Table 1).5 

1 2 3 4 5
infinitive -nu- -nu- -ni- -ni- -ni-
present -ne- -ne- -ne-/-ni- -ne- -ne-
past participle -nut- -njen- -njen- -nit- -nut-

Table 1. The five main types of verbs with a nasal suffix in western South Slavic

The following is a brief overview of where each type is found, based on 
Lenček (1984/1985) and existing dialect descriptions that were available to me. 

• Type 1 is found in the southeastern part of Štokavian, in some southern 
Čakavian dialects (Brač, Vrgada6) and in the dialects of Vedešin/Homok 
in Hungary and Pajngrt in the Burgenland in Austria.

• Type 2 is found in northwestern Čakavian and some central Čakavian 
dialects (e.g., Metajna, Kali, Rivanj), southwestern Istrian dialects, the 
majority of Kajkavian, and the neighbouring Pannonian Slovene.

• Type 3 is found in Šaptinovac and Bizovac in Slavonia, in Gorski Kotar 
(both Ikavian Štokavian and Gorski Kotar dialects), in Ikavian dialects 
along the lower Sutla and in the majority of Slovene dialects, including 
the Slovene standard language.7

4 This illustrates the need to collect as many different forms of verbal paradigms as possible. 
Most descriptions that were made on the basis of a predefined questionnaire turned out to be of 
little use for this paper, because the questionnaire apparently did not include the relevant passive 
participle forms.

5 Dialects that have a suffix -na- or -no- instead of -nu- or -ni- due to phonetic processes are 
here regarded as belonging to the corresponding type with -nu- or -ni- in the infinitive. Variation 
between -ne- and -ni- in the present is not used as a criterion for setting up types, because presents 
with -ni- are a recent innovation that is only found in some dialects in which the infinitive also has 
-ni-. See Lenček (1984/1985: 398–399) for the geographical distribution of -ne- and -ni- in the 
present. 

6 An exception is the imperfective verb tonȉti, which has generalized -ni- (Jurišić 1973: 217). 
In the dialect of the island of Vis 'tonit is also the only verb with -ni- (Menac-Mihalić and Celinić 
2014: 64, fn. 10, 11). This is probably an archaism (see below), unless -ni- is analogical to ronȉti.

7 The Slovene dialectal verb minūti, standard minīti, which is attested since the 16th century 
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• Type 4 is found in Žumberak, in Posavian dialects in Slavonia and in 
Bačka.

• Type 5 is found in the northern Banat, the Dalmatian mainland and Lika 
and probably also in western Bosnia.

The l-participle and aorist (when preserved) have the same suffix as the infini-
tive, except in some dialects belonging to the fifth type. We will therefore discuss 
the distribution of the morphemes in this type in more detail.

In the northern Banat the situation is as follows (Ivić et al. 1997: 219–222): 
the infinitive ends in -niti, the l-participle is attested with both -nu- and -ni-, the 
past passive participle always has -nu-, the few attestations of aorist forms have 
-nu-, e.g. Mokrin zogŕniti se, naŕniti, òtkinila se, prìtisnilo, krénili, mánili, máno 
(< *manul), prìdenūt, Padej mánićedu (fut.), stȇgnuto, prȁćnu (aor.). 

In the Jekavian dialects of Lika, the following distribution is found (Dragičević 
1986: 84, 164, 172): -ni- is found in the infinitive and, with a few exceptions, 
in the l-participle, except in the masculine singular form which preserves -nō < 
*-nuo. The aorist has -nu- in the singular, but -ni- in the third person plural. The 
past passive participle always has -nu-. E.g., Birovača okréniti, pòkisniće (fut.), 
zȉnila, skȉnila, mȑdnila, but svànulo, pòginō, spoménō, but brȉnijo se, pòdignūt, 
smȁknūt, zavŕniše, mȅtniše, Frkašić stȉgniti, pòginō, but pòginijo, jȃ se dȉgnu, 
skȉnū, pòginiše.

For the neighbouring Ikavian dialects of western Bosnia, Peco observes that 
while the infinitive often has -ni-, he only heard aorists with -nu-, e.g. Bihać 
kréniti but ȍkrenū se, Ostrožac skȉniti, but namàknušē, primàknuše (Peco 1982: 
145–146, 167). 

For the Ikavian dialects of mainland Dalmatia, the following data show that 
-ni- is found in the infinitive and l-participle, but -nu- in the aorist (when pre-
served) and past passive participle: Bibinje dȉgniti, dȉgnija (also dȉga), dȉgnut 
(also dȉgnjen) (Šimunić 2013: 91–92); Kruševo kréniti, pòginila, ȍkrēnu (Tomelić 
Ćurlin and Anić 2012: 359); Bitelić brȉnit, brȉnio, brȉnila, zbrȉnūt, pòdignit, 
pòdignūt (Ćurković 2014: 253); Studenci prìkinit, prìkinilo, prìkinūt (Bašić 2008: 
362). In the Ikavian dialect at the mouth of the river Neretva (Komin, Rogotin), 
-ni- is found in the infinitive and l-participle, the past passive participle has -nū-,  
and in the aorist both -ni- and -nu- are used (Perina Vukša Nahod, personal 
communication). The same distribution is found in the neighbouring Jekavian 
dialect of Slivno Ravno and Zažablje, e.g. Slivno Ravno skȉnit, skȉnio/skȉnō, 

(Krelj), cannot easily be traced back to *minǫti, which would be expected to have produced *minoti. 
It probably somehow obtained its -u- from the cognate verb -minovati, -minujem (Oblak 1890: 196; 
Ramovš 1936: 179). The latter is known from older texts (Trubar has preminouati), but has been 
replaced by minẹ́vati in modern Slovene.
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skȉnūt (Vukša Nahod 2017: 229). The Ikavian dialect of Molise in Italy, which 
was originally spoken somewhere northeast of the Biokovo mountain range (Ivić 
1958: 265), has -nut- next to -njen- in the past passive participle: 'badnit, l-ptc. 
'badnija, ppp. 'badnut/'badnjen (Breu, Piccoli and Marčec 2000: 420). The Ikavian 
Čakavian dialect of Kaštel Stari likewise has -nit in the infinitive and -nūt- in the 
past passive participle, e.g. bȁdnit, bàdnūt ‘to plant, stick, poke’ (Baldić-Đugum 
2006: 21). 

The conclusion of this overview must be that the oldest situation in dialects 
of the fifth type is that -nu- was found in the aorist, past passive participle and 
l-participle, and -ni- in the infinitive. In some dialect the element -ni- spread 
to l-participle forms. It is conceivable that the third person plural of the aorist 
originally had -ni- as well, as is the case in Lika Jekavian. 

4. Local innovations
There are several dialects that do not fit into any of the five main types men-

tioned in the preceding section. Examples of such dialects are those of Ozalj, 
Pitve and Zavale, and Bizovac in Croatia, the dialect of the Galipoli Serbians and 
the Slovene dialect of Resia in Italy. The paradigms that we find in these dialects 
are all the result of local innovations.

In the dialect of Ozalj and the surrounding area, the infinitive stem obtained 
an analogical -a- after verbs with an infinitive in -ati and a present in -e: krénati, 
pres. krȇnem, l-ptc. krénal, ppp. krȇnjen, ipv. kréni (Težak 1981: 230, 292).8 
Forms with -na- have also been reported from Domagović, just east of the area 
investigated by Težak (Menac-Mihalić and Celinić 2014: 62, 2016: 103).

8 There is no reason to believe that -na- is the phonetic reflex of *-nǫ- in the Ozalj dialect, in 
which case it would belong to type 2. This makes the situation in Ozalj different from that in other 
dialects in which the suffix is attested as -na-, e.g. in northern Istria. In Istria, there is a distinction 
between the dialect around Buzet, where a is one of the reflexes of *ǫ, and the villages Boljun, 
Lupoglav, Kaldir and Kaštelir further south, where *ǫ is otherwise never reflected as *a (Menac-
Mihalić and Celinić 2014: 62, 2016: 103; Vranić 2017: 290–291). The fact that the two areas are 
adjacent nevertheless suggests that the allomorph -na- developed phonetically from *-nǫ- in both 
dialect groups. The exact phonetic condition under which this happened are now difficult to estab-
lish, but the preceding nasal, stress and position in the word may all have played a role. There are 
also a few dialects with -na- in northern Kajkavian dialects (Kalnik p'rignal, Maruševec šap'nati, 
'vugnau,̯ f’č̍egnau̯, Menac-Mihalić and Celinić 2014: 62, 2016: 103, Rijeka Voćanska zḁkľȩnḁ̍ti, 
pugȋnḁti etc., Celinić 2015: 54). These are clearly due to a phonetic change *-nǫ- > -na-, like in 
Istria (Celinić 2015: 53–55). Menac-Mihalić and Celinić (2017: 102) also mention the Slovene 
dialect of Slovenske Gorice, where unstressed -na- is found in the l-participle of some verbs in 
the dialects of Zgornja Ščavnica and Ceršak (Koletnik 2001: 176). Here, too, -na- appears to be a 
regular phonetic reflex, viz. in the m.sg. -na < *-nəu ̯< unstressed *-nylъ, from which -na- spread 
to the other l-participle forms in some but not all verbs, see the verbal forms collected by Koletnik 
(2001: 163–164).
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In Pitve and Zavala on the island of Hvar, the past passive participle obtained 
-e- from the present stem and the imperative obtained -u from the infinitive: 
maknȕt, pres. mȏkne, l-ptc. mãka, ppp. mȏknet, ipv. maknȕ (Barbić 2011: 43–44). 
The past passive participle also has the suffix -net in Ložišća in the west of the 
island Brač (pȕknet, Galović 2013: 194) and on the island of Čiovo (Ante Jurić, 
personal communication). 

The dialect of Bizovac in Slavonia actually belongs to type 3, maknȉti/mȁći, 
pres. mȁknem, l-ptc. maknȉo, ppp. mȁknjen, ipv. mȁkni/maknȉ-, but a number of 
verbs generalized -e- from the present stem: planȅti, svanȅti, posanȅti, odlanȅti 
(Klaić 2007: 114). 

The dialect of the Galipoli Serbians was originally spoken somewhere along 
or close to the river Velika Morava in eastern Serbia (Ivić 1957: 420), i.e. south of 
the present day Serbian dialects with -ni-. It has -ni- in the aorist and l-participle, 
but a passive part participle in -net-, -nēt- with analogical -e- from the present 
(Ivić 1957: 246, 275), like in the Croatian Pitve and Zavala dialect. Two petrified 
forms, omȃjnut and bȉnut ‘ripe’ (from bȉti), show that the dialect originally had a 
passive part participle in -nut-. Together with the forms with -ni- this points to an 
earlier system similar to that of our type 5 dialects. 

In the Resian dialect of Slovene, the passive part participle has the shape -nṳ́t- 
when stressed, zadinṳ́t, f. zadinṳ́ta, but -ne̤n- or -nan- when unstressed, natɛ́gne̤n, 
f. natɛ́gnana ‘pulled’ (Steenwijk 1992: 154, 299).9 The stressed variant -nṳ́t-, 
which is also found in some infinitives (zadinṳ́t, spomanṳ́t, zasanṳ́t), cannot be 
very old, because stressed *-nǫt- should have produced -nót- in Resian. The vowel 
-ṳ́- < *-ú- must have been introduced from verbs which have unstressed -nu- < 
*-nǫ- in the infinitive and l-participle. The unstressed passive part participle forms 
with -nan- should be interpreted as variants of -ne̤n- (Steenwijk 1992: 73, 142), 
which means that the Resian unstressed suffix reflects *-nen-. Apparently, the 
stem with a nasal was introduced into the original participle in *-en- in analogy 
to verbs with a thematic present like 3sg.pres. stúlče,̤ ppp. stulčanó ̤‘to knock off’.

5. The origin of the -nu-/-ni- variation
Of the five types established above, type 4 (inf. -nit(i), aor. -ni-, ppp. -nīt-) is 

clearly derived from type 5 (inf. -nit(i), aor. -nu-, ppp. -nūt-) by generalization of 
-ni-. This also makes sense geographically, because type 4 is found in elongated 
area that stretches from west to east between Žumberak and Bačka, directly north 
of dialects that have type 5. How type 5 relates to the other types depends on the 
origin of the suffix -ni-, which is debated. Two explanations have been proposed: 

9 In Pronk (2021: 24), I mistakenly cited Resia wgɐ́sne̤n in this connection and adduced it as a 
reflex of *-njen-. This form is in fact the 1sg present of this verb (Steenwijk 1992: 326). 
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the first sees -ni- as an innovation, modelled on verbs with an infinitive in -iti, the 
second regards it as an archaism. 

Ivić (1957: 274–276), followed by Peco (1979, 1982: 163) and Halilović 
(1996: 195), explained the infinitive with -ni- as due to analogy with verbs of 
the type zabraniti, where the analogy would be based in the identical shape of 
the imperative ending: zabrani = pokreni. The analogy would have taken place 
independently in various places: »njeno rasprostiranje ne može [se] objašnjavati 
širenjem iz istog žarišta, već samo paralelnim odvojenim razvojem«. There are 
three problems with this explanation. The first is that the number of verbs with a 
stem ending in -ni- (e.g., braniti, hraniti, činiti, kloniti se, ženiti se) is much smaller 
than that with a stem in -nu-/-ne-, which makes it doubtful that it would manage 
to structurally influence the nu-verbs multiple times and in various ways.10 The 
second problem is the distribution of the dialectal variation. Generally speak-
ing, the areas that show variation preserve archaisms, whereas areas that show a 
single reflex – in this case the allomorph -nu- – are the result of generalization of 
a single variant. Here the opposite would be true if we accept Ivić’s explanation. 
The third problem is that it remains unclear why in many dialects the imperative 
should influence the aorist/infinitive stem but not the present, with which it is 
normally more closely associated. It follows that Ivić’s explanation is unlikely 
to be correct.

An alternative explanation that also sees the suffix -ni- as an innovation as-
sumes that the first step in the shift from -nu- to -ni- was the change of the passive 
participle to -njen- (Schuyt 1990: 286–287, building on earlier observations by 
Vaillant 1966: 120, 259). This explanation fails because it cannot account for 
dialects in which the infinitive ends in -nit(i), but the passive participle has the 
morpheme -nit-, e.g. Posavian mȅtnit, mȅtnīt, or -nut-, e.g. Molise b'adnit, b'adnut 
(i.e., our types 4 and 5).

It turns out that the suffix -ni- cannot be explained as analogical and it 
must therefore be an archaism. This was argued for by Trubačev (1968: 374), 
Schuster-Šewc (1977) and Andersen (1999), see also the summary of the debate 
in Menac Mihalić and Celinić (2014, 2016). These scholars point to the existence 
of a suffix *-ny- instead of *-nǫ- in a number of West Slavic dialects: the old 
Catholic texts in Sorbian (Wittichenau) and the modern Upper Sorbian standard, 

10 We do, however, sometimes find analogical influence in the opposite direction in indi-
vidual verbs. Milanović (1955) has shown that the perfective ni-verbs promeniti, zameniti, izmeniti 
etc., okaniti se and oskvrniti are often found with the suffix -nu-/-ne- in written sources: prominuti 
(Mikalja), -menuti (Vojvodina), okanuti se (Belgrade), oskvrnuti (in texts from Dalmatia, Hrvatsko 
Primorje and Zagreb, first attested in Menčetić’s work; this is the standard Croatian form). Popović 
(1968: 199) mentions examples of klònuti, -mẹ́nuti and -kánuti with -nu- instead of expected -ni- 
from Bačka, and -ménuti is also found in Srem (Nikolić 1964: 356). Cf. also Kaniža (Posavina) 
rȍdūt ‘born’ for older *rođen (Ivšić 1913: 193).
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the Polabian Vocabularium Venedicum (1711, Henning von Jessen) and Silesian 
Polish dialects in the east of the Czech Republic. The suffix *-ny- regularly 
produced -ni- in South Slavic. Although Trubačev, Schuster-Šewc and Andersen 
argued for a Proto-Slavic dialectal difference between dialects with *-ny- and 
dialects with *-nǫ-, the South Slavic dialectal evidence, especially our type 5 
(inf. -nit(i), aor. -nu-, ppp. -nūt-), demonstrates that *-ny- originally coexisted 
with -nu- < *-nǫ- within the same paradigm. In order to reconstruct the complete 
Proto-Slavic paradigms of verbs with a present in -ne- we will have to take a look 
at the Old Church Slavonic situation.

6. The Proto-Slavic paradigms
In Old Church Slavonic, three groups of verbs can be distinguished that have 

a present in -ne- (Schuyt 1990: 10–14): 
1. perfective verbs with a root ending in a vowel and -nǫ- in the aorist and 

infinitive stems; 
2. imperfective verbs with a root ending in an obstruent and -nǫ- in the 

infinitive and supine only; and 
3. perfective and imperfective verbs with a root ending in an obstruent and 

-nǫ- also in the aorist stem. 
Groups 1 an 2 preserve the Proto-Slavic situation, except in the infinitive 

(table 2). The third group is largely the result of a shift of verbs from group 2 to 
group 1 (Stang 1942: 54–55). The past passive participle of group 1 had the suffix 
-noven- (e.g. minovenъ), that of group 2 the suffix *-en- (e.g. dviženъ). 

group 1 group 2
inf. *minyti *dvigti
3sg.pres. *mine(tъ) *dvigne(tъ)
2sg.ipv. *mini *dvigni
3sg.aor. *minǫ *dviže
ppp. *minovenъ *dviženъ

Table 2. The two types of Proto-Slavic verbs with a present suffix *-ne-

The major innovation of Old Church Slavonic (and of many other Slavic lan-
guages) was the introduction of an infinitive in -nǫti, which, as the South Slavic 
dialectal data show, replaced older *-nyti in group 1 in analogy to verbs with the 
pattern aor. -a, -ě, -i, inf. -ati, -ěti, -iti. The infinitive ending -nǫti subsequently 
replaced older *-ti in group 2 in analogy to group 1.
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The semantic distribution between groups 1 and 2 that we find in Old Church 
Slavonic is probably older than the phonotactic one. Apparently, perfective verbs 
with a present in -ne- (but not those with a nasal infix) had an aorist stem that 
was characterized by the element -nǫ-. In Old Church Slavonic, -nǫ- spread to the 
infinitive of all verbs with a present in -ne- (except the verb stati), and sometimes 
also to the aorist-stem. There may be some perfective verbs with a root ending in 
an obstruent where -nǫ- is old in the aorist stem (e.g. OCS drъznǫti, Schuyt 1990: 
176), but due to the productivity of perfective -nǫ-/-ny- in all Slavic languages 
this is difficult to establish. 

The productivity of the -nǫ-/-ny-class across Slavic was largely motivated by 
phonotactic considerations. Verbal roots that lost their root-final obstruent before 
an *-n- as a result of sound change joined the -nǫ-/-ny-class, e.g. Cr. ski(d)nuti, 
ve(d)nuti, vr(t)nuti, to(p)nuti, gi(b)nuti, sti(d)nuti. In western South Slavic, most 
verbs with a ne-present joined this group. The main exception are verbs with a 
root ending in a velar, because velars were preserved before -n-, e.g. maći/mak-
nuti, dići/dignuti. Also in other Slavic languages, infinitives and participle forms 
without -nǫ-/-ny- are especially frequent with roots ending in a velar, e.g., Russian 
-stíč, Polish biec, Ukrainian tjahtý etc. Traces of the Proto-Slavic second group 
are otherwise found in aorist and participle forms of individual verbs, especially 
in older texts and in dialects, as well as in petrified formations, e.g. Cr. pògibe 
to pòginuti, ògrezao to ògreznuti, ùveo to uvènuti, zdénac ‘well’ < *stъd-en-  
to stínuti ‘to freeze’ etc. Another phonotactic motive that played a role in the 
spread of -nǫ-/-ny- is avoidance of forms that would otherwise be monosyllabic: 
Cr. vȅnuo, ùveo, Pol. marznął, przemarzł, Rus. mólknul, zamólk (Schuyt 1990: 
186–187).

Stang (1942: 57) and Vaillant (1966: 230) convincingly argued that the Slavic 
suffix *-nǫ- must have originated as an imperfect to athematic presents with 
the suffix *-neu-/-nu- as found in other Indo-European languages. When the 
Indo-European imperfect and aorist merged into a single paradigm in Slavic, the 
imperfect, which apparently had the suffix *-nǫ- < *-nu-n-, was generalized. The 
nominal forms also contained the same suffix *-neu-/-nu-. The infinitive ended 
in -nyti < *-nuHtei, with analogical length and acute intonation from infinitives 
in -ati < *-aH-tei and -ěti < *-eH-tei. The past passive participle in -noven- < 
*-neuen- was preserved in Old Church Slavonic, but replaced with different 
formations in the other Slavic languages. The south-eastern part of western South 
Slavic replaced *-noven- with *-nǫt- on the basis of the aorist. In north-western 
South Slavic, the participle has the suffix -njen- in analogy to the pattern inf. 
-iti, ppp. -jen. The only potential argument in favour of the hypothesis that these 
dialects also had the suffix *-nǫt- at an earlier stage is the fact that in the Slovene 
Resia dialect the past passive participle has the suffix -nṳ́t- when stressed, e.g. 
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zadinṳ́t ‘taken on one’s shoulders’, but, as I have argued above, the vocalism of 
this suffix shows that it cannot be old. As far as I am aware, there are no traces 
of *-nǫt- in petrified formations in the westernmost dialects. The Slovene noun 
trenǫ̑tək, adduced by Schuyt (1990: 286) as a derivative from an archaic past pas-
sive participle in *-nǫt-, is a rare variant of the common trenȗtək. The latter, first 
attested in the 19th century, must be a loanword from Croatian trenútak, in spite 
of the reservations made by Snoj (2016). The variant trenǫ̑tək, which is found 
in Pleteršnik’s dictionary, is in all likelihood a slovenicized form of trenȗtək.11 
Similarly, the adjective trenǫ̑tən, that is found in a few lexicographical works from 
the second half of the 19th century is clearly a slovenicized form of Cr. trȅnūtan. 
Summarizing, in north-western South Slavic, Proto-Slavic *-noven- was replaced 
directly by -njen- without an intermediate stage in which these dialects had the 
suffix *-nǫt-.

7. Conclusion
We have seen that western South Slavic has five main types of paradigms of 

verbs with the suffix -ni-/-nu- in the infinitive, past passive participle, l-participle 
and aorist. The dialectal evidence shows that Proto-Slavic verbs with an aorist 
in *-nǫ- used to have an infinitive in *-nyti instead of the usually reconstructed 
*-nǫti. This original distribution is preserved in some western South Slavic dia-
lects (type 5 in section 3). A number of analogical innovations that affected the 
-ni-/-nu-verbs created isoglosses that run across the western South Slavic dialect 
area and that rarely coincide with the borders between the traditional dialect 
groups.

The oldest isogloss is probably the one that cuts western South Slavic in two 
halves: north-western dialects with a past passive participle in -njen- and south-
eastern dialects with a past passive participle in -nut- (the Slovene Resia dialect 
appears to fall outside these groups). Apart from the large continuum in the north-
western part of South Slavic, -njen- is also found in the dialect of Imotska krajina 
and Bekija (also -nīt- and -nūt-, Šimundić 1971: 157) and in the Molise dialect 
(also -nit-), that used to be spoken in approximately the same area in the past. It is 
unclear to me whether this is an archaism that has now disappeared in the dialects 
between Imotska krajina and Čakavian dialects where -njen- is found (e.g. in 
Bibinje near Zadar) or a more recent formation that has arisen independently in 
analogy to verbs in -iti. 

11 Pleteršnik refers to Janežič’s 1867 Deutsch-slovenisches Taschenwörterbuch (second edi-
tion), which gives trenutək and trenotək. The first edition of this dictionary and Janežič’s other 
dictionaries only have the variant trenutək.
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The second important isogloss arose when the dialects with a past passive 
participle in -nut- introduced -nu- in the infinitive as well. This innovation failed 
to reach the dialects in the northwest of this area, i.e. those of the northern Banat, 
Bačka, the Posavina, Žumberak, western Bosnia, Lika and the Dalmatian main-
land (types 4 and 5 in section 3), which all preserve the older infinitive in -nit(i). 
These dialects are located between the two early isoglosses. Of these dialects, the 
northern ones eventually substituted -nit- for -nut- in the past passive participle.12 

In Serbia, the -ni-/-nu- isogloss has shifted towards the north over time. This is 
shown by the fact that the dialect of the Galipoli Serbs, which used to be spoken 
in an area south of the Danube where today only -nu- is found, has generalized 
-ni-, as well as by traces of older -ni- in the south-eastern part of the Vojvodina 
which now has only -nu- (Popović 1968: 199–200). Also further to the west, 
the area in which the infinitive ended in -nuti may originally have been smaller 
and have expanded since the late Middle Ages. This is perhaps suggested by the 
attestation of forms with -ni- in Sarajevo (see footnote 2), although these could 
also be due to later movements of speakers with -ni-. The fact that there are no 
traces of -ni- in the Torlak dialects of southern Serbia could be due to the general 
loss of the infinitive there. 

In those dialects in which the past passive participle has the suffix -njen- there 
was a split between, on the one hand, archaic dialects in which the infinitive in 
-niti is preserved, e.g. in Sali on the island of Dugi Otok and in most Slovene 
dialects, and on the other hand a band of dialects stretching from the Zadar ar-
chipelago and Istria to Kajkavian and eastern Slovenia in which the infinitive in 
-niti was replaced by *-nǫti > -noti/-nuti on the basis of the aorist and perhaps the 
l-participle in *-nǫl-. 

To summarize, many but not all dialects extended the allomorph *-nǫ- from 
the aorist to the participles and infinitive, but which of those nominal forms were 
affected differed per dialect and in some dialects the analogy went in the other 
direction, from the infinitive to the other nominal forms and sometimes even the 
aorist.

12 E.g. Žumberak inf. dȉgniti, ppp. dȉgnit (Skok 1956: 346), Ikavian/Jekavian Posavian inf. 
mȅtnit, ppp. mȅtnīt (Jozić 2004: 42).
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Glagolski sufiks *-nǫ-/-ny- u zapadnojužnoslavenskim govorima

Sažetak 

Druga glagolska vrsta, za koju su karakteristični sufiksi -nu- u infinitivu i -ne- 
u prezentu, pokazuje znatnu dijalektalnu raznolikost u hrvatskom jeziku i u dru-
gim zapadnojužnoslavenskim jezicima. U mnogim govorima glagoli koji pripa-
daju ovoj vrsti imaju sufiks -ni- u infinitivu, aoristu, participima i(li) prezentu. 
Cilj je ovog rada objasniti kako su nastali dijalektalni oblici i relevantne dijalek-
talne izoglose. Pokazuje se da je alomorf -ni- < *-ny- izvorno bio ograničen na in-
finitiv, dok je -nu- < *-nǫ- bio ograničen na aorist.

Ključne riječi: dijalektologija, zapadnojužnoslavenski, izoglose, morfologija 

Keywords: dialectology, western South Slavic, isoglosses, morphology




